Host Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Artemis 10009.15>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
 CSOMacMer says:
::On way from Science Lab to bridge, trying hard not to run anyone over as catching up on events via his PADD::
EO_Woo says:
::in main engineering, trying to focus, wondering what's going on::
FCO_Teasley says:
::at the helm::
FCO_Teasley says:
::finishes brushing up on the "Picard maneuver"
SO_Katie says:
::on the bridge at science one, reviewing the last sensor data::
CSOMacMer says:
::As the enormity of the situration hits home, he stops dead in the hall way, and emits a long whistle of... well, amazement...::
CEO_Russel says:
::in ME, monitoring shields.::
CNS_Drake says:
::paces the bridge wondering when he'll get a chance to tell the CO about him missing his appointed::
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: OPS, send to Starbase 185, our status, request a galaxy class starship be dispatched for assistance
CSOMacMer says:
::Remebering where he needs to be, hops on turbolift:: TL: Bridge!
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::at OPS:: COMM: SB 185: This is the USS Artemis. Be advised that we have just been given an ultimatum by the Romulans
FCO_Teasley says:
::continues his job::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: Aye Sir
CEO_Russel says:
<CrewmanSelak>::On the bridge, at ENG station.::
FCO_Teasley says:
::Hopes the Romulans aren't going to attack the ship::
CNS_Drake says:
::walks toward the Captain and sits...then eyes him and looks at the view screen::
CSOMacMer says:
::Lift doors open, and Jason steps onto the bridge and steps immediately over to the CO:: CO: Reporting as ordered, had a small problem in the lab, but its fixed now.
SO_Katie says:
::sees her "boss" entering the ship:: CSO: Hello commander
RXO_Thamus says:
@::Looks cautiously at the federation ship::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: SB 185:  I am sending you a status report and we request assistance from the nearest Galaxy Class starship
Host SB_OPS says:
COMM *Artemis* : What do you mean.. Ultimatum? I thought you where supposed to help on a rescue mission?
CSOMacMer says:
::Nodding back to SO, and giving her a hand sign to continue what she was doing..::
EO_Woo says:
CEO: What's going on? Anything I can do?
SO_Katie says:
::runs passive scans of the Romulan ship, trying to get undetected::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: SB 185:  Yes, thats until their Captain was murdered and we were blamed
SO_Katie says:
::nods back to the CSO::
CTO_Parker says:
::steps onto the bridge, and takes the tactical position, reading the status report::
Host SB_OPS says:
COMM Artemis : Whaat?
CNS_Drake says:
::notices that Ross is being evasive and very stressed::
Host SB_OPS says:
$COMm Artemis : Very well.. We shall inform Starfleet Command..
RXO_Thamus says:
@::Notices the scanners of the federation ship moving...sends out false feedback::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: SB 185:  The Romulans claim that we shot their Captain through a transporter beam
FCO_Teasley says:
::listens to the conservation::
Host SB_OPS says:
$COMM Artemis : I have the Report.. I will send it through
SO_Katie says:
::scans the area around the ship for any possible object where the object could have come from::
CEO_Russel says:
EO:  From what Selak sent me, it appears the Romulan captain was murdered.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: SB 185: Good, I'll advise Capt. Ross
CSOMacMer says:
CO: Sir, I'm up to speed on this.  Still I have a question, are we sure that their CO was actually killed and that it wasn't just  some video stunt on their part to cover what they are up to?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: Sir, SB 185 OPS has received our full report and it will be forwarded
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS:  Very well
FCO_Teasley says:
CSO: I heard some like that from the Enterprise-D
SO_Katie says:
::listens to the conversations around her, a cover up..its possible::
CEO_Russel says:
EO:  Maybe you should go to the bridge, send Selak back down, I think it would be better if you were on the bridge, since Selak is half romulan...
CSOMacMer says:
FCO: Yes, or it maybe didn't even happen, it was just all video.
CSOMacMer says:
OPS: Could you check the comm logs and double check that transmission?
Host CO_Ross says:
CSO:  In any event Mr. MacMer, I want to see the logs in the RR in 20 minutes
CSOMacMer says:
CO: Aye Aye Sir!
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CSO: Aye, right on it
CSOMacMer says:
SO: Pull up the sensor logs, what actually happened in this area of space? Did we transport someting over, or did it come from somewhere else?
EO_Woo says:
::tilts head slightly:: CEO: I understand, sir. Aye, sir. ::leaves ME, enters turbolift for bridge::
SO_Katie says:
::sees the data coming in:: CO:The data would suport the CSO's theory, there is no object in the are that could beam anything, just the Artemis and the war bird..
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO:  Mr. Teasley, I want our bow always pointing towards the Warbird, dont let them see our impulse exhaust ports, understood?
CNS_Drake says:
CO: I was thinking about rescheduling our appointment Captain... you are well overdue for you psyc evaluation...
SO_Katie says:
CSO:Yes sir
CSOMacMer says:
*CEO*: Check the transport logs, also check the ship's energy expenditure logs, lets see if we had  power go somewhere it shoudn't...
EO_Woo says:
::enters bridge, walks towards Selak and the engineering console:: Selak: I'm relieving you, Selak, go to ME.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS:  Thank you Counselor, that would fit in with my current work load ::grins::
CNS_Drake says:
CO: Though we can do this after we have dealt with our guests...
CEO_Russel says:
<CrewmanSelak>EO: Aye, sir. ::leaves the bridge.::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::pulls up all comm logs and begins a data analysis::
CEO_Russel says:
*CSO*:  Aye, sir.
CSOMacMer says:
::Seeing the EO come on the bridge:: EO: Could you come with parameters and scan the Artemis to see if we have a contrabrand transporter on board?
SO_Katie says:
::watches the last sensor logs and compares data:: CO/CSO:sir, there is a transporter trail comming from the Artemis cargo bay to the romulan ship..just 3 meters in front of her CO... ::looks confused::
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS:  Counselor, I want you to pull the log on the main viewer when the Romulan Captain died right in front  of us.  Review it and advise me of your findings.
CEO_Russel says:
::starts going over the transport logs and ship energy expenditure.::
SO_Katie says:
::still confused::CSO/CO:But there is no record of this in the transporter logs or any racorded transporter activitie on the ship...
CTO_Parker says:
::checking phaser power levels::
Host CO_Ross says:
SO:  Very well, see if you can trace who was logged on the cargo transporter at the time index of the Romulan Captain dying
CSOMacMer says:
SO: Check the area for traces of transporter use, by us or anyone else.
SO_Katie says:
CO/CSO:At least on the trasporters...
EO_Woo says:
CSO: Aye, sir. I'll get right on it. ::configures internal scanners to detect non-Federation transporters::
CSOMacMer says:
CO: Sorry sir.
CSOMacMer says:
SO: Do as the CO says, I'll do the checks.
FCO_Teasley says:
CSO: Need a hand?
SO_Katie says:
CO:It as suposed to be empty at the time...
CSOMacMer says:
:: Stepping up to an aux console and pulls up sensor readings looking for traces of a transporter use.::
SO_Katie says:
::nods to the CSO, is still confused with the data::
CEO_Russel says:
*CSO*:  There was no energy expended in the transporter while that transport was active.
Host CO_Ross says:
::taps his fingers while watching the green warbird sitting in front of them on the main viewer::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::looks at the logs with a puzzling look::
CNS_Drake says:
CO: I am accessing them now but I can tell you the Roms are upset...their feelings seem to be genuine.
FCO_Teasley says:
::looks through nav. records on the transport::
CNS_Drake says:
CO: Though it is very clouded by anger now...
Host CO_Ross says:
SO:  I dont doubt it, have the computer run a diagnostic, at least we will be able to tell if the logs were tampered with
EO_Woo says:
::completes scan of ship:: CSO: I am not detecting any non-Federation transporter energy signatures, active nor passive. I have scanned the entire ship thoroughly.
SO_Katie says:
CO:Aye sir
EO_Woo says:
::wipes sweat from forehead; thinks that the bridge is too hot::
CSOMacMer says:
CO: I suggest we send a security team with a med scanner to check for DNA traces around the cargo transporter.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::looks up from the screen:: CSO: There is nothing in the comm logs
SO_Katie says:
::scans the transporter logs and sensor data to see any sighns of anyone tepering with it::
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS:  This sounds all too familiar, do you see any trends that parallel Gorkon's arrival into Federation Space some 80 years ago?
CSOMacMer says:
CO: Sir, the CEO reports that there was no energy expending the transporter, sonds like it was basically warmed up but not activated.
FCO_Teasley says:
Computer: Is there anything in the navagational records on Romulan transporters in the last 24 hours
EO_Woo says:
CSO: I'm going to do a scan of all foreign energy signatures, just in case...
Host SB_OPS says:
<Computer> FCO : Affirmative. The romulan ship beamed up 8 life forms, and a mettalic energy reading on time index 1000.4.5
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::continues to look at the comm logs once again::
SO_Katie says:
::as she finds nothing, runs more thorough analysis::
CNS_Drake says:
CSO: What I don't get is the nature of the wounds..they are very odd.... most unsual...
CSOMacMer says:
CNS: Please expand on that thought
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CSO: Sir, there are nothing in the comm logs
CNS_Drake says:
CSO: The logs clearly show a blue glow...see ..::points to the screen:: right there...
CSOMacMer says:
OPS: Check the quality of the recording to see if it was doctored, also send a copy of it to medical, see what they think of that CO's cause of death...
SO_Katie says:
CO:There are no sighns of anyone tampering with the logs...
CSOMacMer says:
::Turning back to CNS:: CNS: RIght, I'm following you..
CTO_Parker says:
::commences an internal scan of all personell, and cross-references it with the crew manifest::
FCO_Teasley says:
Computer: Ok, was there any signs of sabotage in the next 2-5 minutes
CNS_Drake says:
CSO/CO: Then it dissappears as fast as it showed up but ...the time frame matches the wound occurence..therefore making it an unusual instance
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CSO: Aye  ::looks back to his panel and scans for any tamporment and sends to medical::
Host SB_OPS says:
<Computer> FCO : Unable to comply, please specify..
CSOMacMer says:
CNS: As in the wound was instantaneous to the blue light?
SO_Katie says:
::listens to the conversation between th CSO, CNS and CO:: Self:hat could cause a blue glow?
CSOMacMer says:
CNS: As opposed to cause and then effect?
CTO_Parker says:
::finds nothing. Calls all departments, and attemps to find any crew that have been absent from duties recently::
CNS_Drake says:
CSO: Your guess is as good as mine...
EO_Woo says:
Computer: Have you detected any energy signatures other than those logged as Federation signatures?
SO_Katie says:
::continues scans and new data comes:: CO:This blue glow...it appears in the same coordinates as the trasport that as made from the artemis...
CTO_Parker says:
::cannot find any anomolies::
SO_Katie says:
All:So, the blue glow could have been caused by the transporter?
CNS_Drake says:
SO: I was about to mention that...
FCO_Teasley says:
Computer: Was there any kind of disturbence in the transporter beam
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS:  Hail the Warbird
Host SB_OPS says:
<Computer> FCO : Unable to comply. Define disturbance
CTO_Parker says:
::pulls up all logs on panel activity during time index, and sets computer to find any programs that has any relation to the transporter::
CNS_Drake says:
CO/CSO: Could of two transporter beams have been generated at the same time?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::once again looking puzzled:: CSO: There is no eveidence of tamporing or falsifying them. They are all authenitc ::turns to the CO:: CO: Aye Sir
FCO_Teasley says:
Computer: Something that might kill someone in the transporter beam
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: k'Reve'Ra: This is the Artemis
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS:  Possible, rerouting to a secondary transporter emitter
RXO_Thamus says:
@::orders  comunications to be opened with the federation ship::
Host SB_OPS says:
<Computer> FCO : Unable to compy specify death means.
RXO_Thamus says:
@COMM: Artemis: Speak.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: Sir, I have them
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: RXO:  Our investigation is progressing, what do you have to share
CNS_Drake says:
CO: Though I have a feeling that transporters are not at cause here....I strongly feel that something else..more supernatural could be the explanation...
RXO_Thamus says:
@COMM:CO: I have no need to share such knowledge...you obviously killed the captain.
SO_Katie says:
::listens to the CNS::CNS:if not a transporter then what?
FCO_Teasley says:
Computer: Vaporized
Host Adm_Kriver says:
<Computer> FCO : Negative.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CSO: Sir, all the comm logs are authentic
CNS_Drake says:
CO: The RXO is hiding something... but I'm not sure what.... or I could be wrong...some strange feeling is telling me we are missing something crucial here...
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM:RXO:  We cannot establish responsibility without your sensor logs, did you beam that energy source off your ship yet?  before anyone else dies?
CNS_Drake says:
SO: A ghost maybe? ::being a little sarcastic::
CSOMacMer says:
::Stepping over to OPS and whispering to him:: OPS: So in your opinion the Romulans did not send us a show of just special effects?  Their CO actually died in that video?
RXO_Thamus says:
@COMM:CO: Why should I even assume to try to help you...
SO_Katie says:
::would raise an eybrow if she had any::CNS:ghosts don't leave transporter trails behind ::smiles::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::whispers back:: CSO: Sir, I would believe that if we can't find any evidence on our side, I would tend to think, that they may have something to hide
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: RXO:  We are here on a joint mission, in Federation Space, I must remind you, the Federation has always been the peacemaker, I will not subscribe to anyother stance
CNS_Drake says:
::smiles at the CO:: CO: Be careful... this RXO has a temper...
RXO_Thamus says:
@COMM:CO: You talk of peace yet you act in war, but I will show a greater trust to you for a moment.
SO_Katie says:
CSO:Should I go down to the cargo bay and run those DNA scans you suggested earlier?
CSOMacMer says:
::Stepping over to CTO, and whispering;: CTO: I had suggested that a securtiy team be sent to the cargo bay, with a med scanner to check for DNA.  Why don't you have a team do that now?
FCO_Teasley says:
::looks through records::
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: RXO:  I am an honorable warrior, I do not need to kill behind mirrors, you must trust me.........
RXO_Thamus says:
@::holds up a cilindrical object:: COMM:CO: This was beamed from your ship into our Captains chest
CTO_Parker says:
CSO: Aye sir. *TAC*: I need a team to go and check out the cargo bay. Bring a med scanner, or even better a doctor. Scan for DNA traces.
CSOMacMer says:
::Still whipsering:: CTO: Perhaps you can send Ens Bryn with the team to do the scans?
CSOMacMer says:
CTO: That is if a med type isn't available.
CTO_Parker says:
CSO: As you wish... ::relays the order to the tactical office::
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: RXO:  Interesting, I've never seen anything like that before, will you transmit it's properties to our CSO for analysis?
FCO_Teasley says:
::dosen't find anything::
RXO_Thamus says:
@COMM:CO: Yes...::orders it to be done::
CTO_Parker says:
<TacticalOfficer> *Ens*: Please report to cargo bay. Bring a tricorder.
SO_Katie says:
::looks at the FCO::FCO:Frustrating isn't it? Now you know how we feel most of the times...
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: RXO:  Thank you!, can you send us your sensor logs for the time in question, it will help us in locating the perpetrator
RXO_Thamus says:
@::Has the such logs sent::
CNS_Drake says:
CO: ::hands him a quick report on his findings:: Not much but it shows that something unsual was responsible for the blue glow... definately looks like a transporter like beam but probably from another location maybe.
CSOMacMer says:
::Stepping over to Ens. Bryn:: Bryn:: We're sending a securty team to the cargo transporter to check for DNA traces.  I'd like to go down there and take charge of the med scanner.  And check for anything else suspicious down there while you're at it.
FCO_Teasley says:
::closes the nav. computer records::
SO_Katie says:
::is curious to kno what the team will find in the cargo bay, meanwhile, continues reviewing the internal sensor logs, trying to find anything else::
CTO_Parker says:
<TacticalOfficer> ::waits outside cargo bay doors, with two other officers, all carrying rifles and phasers.::
FCO_Teasley says:
::keeps the bow facing the warbird::
Ens_Bryn says:
CSO:  You want me to come with you?  These logs are almost completed.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::motions for the CSO to step over to OPS::
Host CO_Ross says:
CSO/SO:  We are receiving sensor logs and anaylsis of a cylindrical item that was beamed into their Captain's chest.....
CSOMacMer says:
Bryn: No, I would like you to go and take charge please.  I am remaining here.
CSOMacMer says:
CO: Aye sir, let me look at those.
SO_Katie says:
::nods to the captain:: CO:Any other description?
Ens_Bryn says:
CSO:  OK.  On my way.  As for the logs, there is nothing here that we don't already need.
Host CO_Ross says:
SO:  It looked as if it was a chromium cylinder, that is all
Host Adm_Kriver says:
$::opens a Channel to the USS Artemis:: COMM Uss Artemis, this is Admiral Kriver requesting to speak with Captain Ross.
SO_Katie says:
CO:I'll run it through the compueter, see what it can tell me
Ens_Bryn says:
::Heads out the door before she has not look at any more logs::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Our bow is still pointed at the warbird
CTO_Parker says:
<TacticalTeam> ::opens cargo bay doors, holding the phasers, and searches for any hostiles::
SO_Katie says:
::puts all info on the computer, description and transporter data, waits for possible matches::
CSOMacMer says:
CO: Sir, as archaic as it sounds, the "object" looks a lot like a bullet.  But normally there is a gun firing such a thing.
Host CO_Ross says:
::shakes his head:: Self:  Another Admiral :: COMM: Adm:  This is Captain Ross, have you received our status report?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::sends a note to the CO's chair:: Sir, maybe the Tal Shiar is behind the murder of their CO
Ens_Bryn says:
::Leans against the empty turbo as it decends to the deck the cargo bay was located upon::
FCO_Teasley says:
::keeps level with the warbird::
EO_Woo says:
::knees starting to weaken slightly; gets crewman to take over engineering console; heads back to ME::
Host CO_Ross says:
CSO:  A bullet?  check the Starfleet Intelligence files for a rifle projecting a bullet using 24th Century technology
CSOMacMer says:
::Stepping over to OPS,quietly:: OPS: What have you got?
CTO_Parker says:
<TacticalTeam> ::waits for Ens Bryn::
Ens_Bryn says:
::As the doors swish open she pushes against the walls to stand and heads out the door::
SO_Katie says:
::the data from the computer comes::CO:Sir, this object matches a projectile sent from a eapon banned by the Federation
Host Adm_Kriver says:
$COMM Ross : Indeed.. This is why i have called as well..he have also receved a formal request from the Romulan Empire to surrender the culprit, In this case, Captain, they are asking for you, since you are responsible for the whole ship..
CSOMacMer says:
CO: Aye sir.
SO_Katie says:
CO:The weapon fired the projectile and then beamed it to its target, where it ould continue its trajectory and hit its target
CNS_Drake says:
CO: I recommend not to surrender.
CSOMacMer says:
::Looking at OPS, hoping for a quick response since the CO just ordered the CSO to something else...::
SO_Katie says:
All: A very clever weapon...
Ens_Bryn says:
::Pulling up her tricorder, she adjusts it for biomolecular readings.  Nodding to a security officer she steps through the cargo doors and over to the transporter::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::whispers:: CSO: Well, like the message I sent over to the CO, maybe the Tal Shiar has something to do with all of this.
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Adm:  Aye Sir!, I knew that would be coming, but not in my own space, they can freely travel with us to SB185
CSOMacMer says:
*Bryn*: While your are in the cargo bay, look for any device which you don't recognize.  Unless you know what a rifle is, then look for that.
CSOMacMer says:
OPS: Is that just speculation, or do you have any info to back it up?
Ens_Bryn says:
*CSO*: Isn't a rifle one of the weapons your dad kept locked away in that cabnet?
Host CO_Ross says:
::glances over at the CNS::  ::whispers:: CNS:  Look into it.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: You're not going to surrender to them, are you?
CSOMacMer says:
*Bryn*: Thats right, the cabinet with the glass doors, remember the long muzzel?  Well they can also have short muzzles.
CNS_Drake says:
CO: I sense it could be a trap... ::whispering as well::
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO:  not in my own backyard, you know me better than that
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS:  Shield Status?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::whispers:: CSO: Just a speculation, but I remember something the CO said a few minutes ago about what happened to Chancellor Gorkon
SO_Katie says:
Self: So, this was one of ours indeed...
EO_Woo says:
::enters ME; sees CEO and other engineers::
Ens_Bryn says:
::Runs a scan of the area, recording the various molecular traces of the crew.  Taking the tricorder over to the computer, she downloads the data into the computer::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: Sir shields are up at 100%
Host Adm_Kriver says:
$COMM Ross : Well Captain.: We have said no to that request, of course..
FCO_Teasley says:
::remember history from school about Kirk and McCoy::
CSOMacMer says:
OPS: If you can figure out a way to show that possiblitiy sufficiently to the Romulans, then by all means do so!
Host Adm_Kriver says:
$COMM Ross : We do, however to find the culprit for this So called murder as soon as possible so we can have him tried by our law..
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS:  Very well, rotate the modulation between 201.74 through 302.50 random rotation
CEO_Russel says:
::Sees the EO enter ME.:: EO:  So, any progress up there?
Ens_Bryn says:
*CSO*:  OK... I think I can figure it out if I find one.  By the way, the molecular scan checks out with crew of the Artemis.  You will need to run a cross reference check with those who should have been down here and when against those who had not business being here.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::plugs in the modulation of 201.74-302.50:: CO:Sir, it's done
EO_Woo says:
::sighs:: CEO: Well, not really. A "bullet"... whatever that is... was apparently beamed near the Romulan CO's chest... but not from the Artemis... and I can't detect any energy signatures on the Artemis that are foreign... ::sighs again::
CSOMacMer says:
*Bryn*: Ok, send the list to OPS & engineering to check against their duty rosters.
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: ADM:  That is my intention Sir!, My only concern is, a Steamrunner is hardly a match for a Warbird.  I have requested a Galaxy Class Starship for ........support 
CEO_Russel says:
EO:  A bullet?  That's wierd...
Ens_Bryn says:
::glancing at the various security searching, she joins in with the search::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CSO: Sir, maybe one of your Sci Officers can detect a nuetrino admission eminating near us
Ens_Bryn says:
*CSO*:  I downloaded it into the computer.
Host Adm_Kriver says:
$ ::sighs:: COMM Ross : Unfortunately Captain,we cannot comply. This would only escalate the situation, and wouldmake us look even more guilty.. no.. i want to to find out what happened, and return to SB 185.. IF the Romulan try anything, you'll have cover, Don't worry Captain.. They'll be out there near you..
CSOMacMer says:
SO: Scan the area for a cloaked romulan vessel.  See if there is a neutrino or a tachyon trail.
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: ADM:  Aye Sir!  However I do believe that we should stay in the system, all the evidence is here
SO_Katie says:
CSO:Aye sir, but I must say, I probably won't find anything as the beam was made from this ship...
Ens_Bryn says:
*OPS/Engineering*:  Please cross reference the crew list downloaded into the computer with the duty rosters.
CNS_Drake says:
CO: The Admiral seems to be hiding something...
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS:  mute COMM
CSOMacMer says:
SO: I seem to remeber that, however if there is another Romulan ship around it may attest to a set up...
SO_Katie says:
::scans for neutrino emissions and tachyon trails and ion trails made by unknown ships::
SO_Katie says:
::nods to the CSO::
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS:  What do you mean?  a Starfleet Admiral hiding something, you sense this?  I hate being a pawn!
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::mutes the COMM::
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes a sip of his coffee::
SO_Katie says:
CSO:Nothing sir
Ens_Bryn says:
::searches in places that security can't quite fit into::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
*Bryn*: Aye
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::cross references the list with his duty rosters::
CSOMacMer says:
::Overhearing the CO, looking over, thinking Us a pawn, now when did that ever happen?::
SO_Katie says:
::checks little red lights on long rage sensors:: CO:Sir, 3 Romulan warbirds coming towards us, ETA 18 hours!
CSOMacMer says:
::Back to SO:: SO: Thank you, keep tabs on the area for the moment..
Ens_Bryn says:
::crawls out from under a console, dusting her hands and knees off, glaring at one of the security officers as stifles a laugh::
SO_Katie says:
::nods to the CSO::
CNS_Drake says:
CO: You know us Betazoids.. we sense everything and nothing.... that's just a personal opinion... though I'm positive his intentions are genuine and honest...
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS:  well that is enlightening ::smirks::  Thank you Counselor
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Open channel
Ens_Bryn says:
::glances over at a panel that is a bit loose::
SO_Katie says:
::keeps close tags on those 3 Romulan ships::
CNS_Drake says:
CO: Just trying to enlighten the mood Captain... that's my job.. relieve some of the stress around this bridge...
Ens_Bryn says:
::Lies down on her back::  <Ens>:  I need a sonic wrench.
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: ADM:  Admiral, we will keep you appraised of our situation
Ens_Bryn says:
::Sticking out her hand, someone hands one to her and she removes the loose panel, crying out::  Ouch!!
Ens_Bryn says:
::rubbing her head she picks up a scanner and some form of a gun::
CSOMacMer says:
::Stepping over to Science to take a look at the sensor readings from the new Romulan arrivals::
CNS_Drake says:
CO: I got it.... We overlooked one important thing.
SO_Katie says:
CSO:Sir, I was thinking, this weapon fired only the bullet, the weapon itself must be on this ship..somewhere
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS:  What was that ?
Host Adm_Kriver says:
$COMM Ross : Very well Captain.: Rest assured.. You are not alone on this..
Ens_Bryn says:
::Scoots out from under the console, a bruise starting to form on her brow::  *CSO*:  Jason, I think I found what we were looking for...
CSOMacMer says:
SO: Yes, I have Ens Bryn searching the cargo bay.  We may have to do a ship wide search for it.
CSOMacMer says:
SO: Wait a second...
SO_Katie says:
::nods to the CSO::
CSOMacMer says:
*Bryn* What did you find?
Host CO_Ross says:
::Sees a familiar look about the Admiral COMM: ADM: Understood Sir, Ross out
Ens_Bryn says:
*CSO*:  A scanner and a gun of some sort
CNS_Drake says:
CO: The logs do show two things ... the glow and the wound ... but it doesn't show any weapons... it could of been done before we saw it...
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS:  What is our current alert status?
CSOMacMer says:
     *Bryn*: Good job, get them up here pronto!
Host Adm_Kriver says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 10009.15>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

